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Catalog Thanks for your purchase from Reacher. Utmost care has 
gone into the design and manufacturing of your clock. 
Please read these instructions and keep the user manual 
in safe place for future reference.

We made a instructional video on YouTube as below link 
and QR code, just need to scan the code or enter the 
video link and you can get the Intuitive operation of the 
alarm clock radio. 

Quick Getting Start
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⑧ AM/PM Appear in 12H Mode 
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1.Short press the        button to enter the time setting. Revolve 
the biggest         button to set the right hour.

2.Short press         or         button to confirm the HOUR setting 
   and begin to set the MINUTES.

3.Revolve the biggest button         to adjust MINUTES.

4.Short press the        or        button to confirm the time setting
and enter day setting. 

5.Revolve the biggest button          to choose the day of the 
week and press time set           or the biggest button           to 
confirm and exit the time setting.

Note: 

Tip: 

1.Press the “12/24H” time mode button in the back, to change 
   the time mode.
2.In 12H format, the “AM” will appear in the morning and the 
   “PM” will appear in the afternoon. 

If you take two days off on weekdays instead of weekends, 
Please change day setting to make the weekday and weekend 
alarm to your OWN schedule. 
For example, your working day is Wednesday to Sunday and 
TODAY is Wednesday, Please set day to Monday rather than 
Wednesday

Setting The Time
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1.Short press       to enter Alarm 1 HOUR setting. Revolve 
the        to set the alarm hour you want.

2.Short press       or        to confirm the HOUR setting.
   Revolve the        to set the alarm minutes you want.

3.Short press       or        to confirm the MINUTE setting 
and enter ring tone setting, revolve the        to choose 
ringtone. (Note: Total 1-6 ringtone optional, 1- 5 for 
default ringtone, 6 for FM radio which is the last station 
you listened)

Setting The Alarm(      for weekday        for weekend )
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4.Short press        or        to confirm the Alarm 1 Setting.

Note: 
ALARM 1 is for Monday to Friday, Alarm 2 is for Saturday 
and Sunday.
ALARM 1 and ALARM 2 are set in the same way. 
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Volume value will appear 
when you are adjusting volume

Alarm will be turned on after you set the alarm time. Long 
hold the       or        to turn OFF the Alarm 1 / Alarm 2

Stop Alarm：
Short press       or       button to stop the alarm when it's 
ringing.  Alarm will go off on the next day.

Alarm ON / Alarm OFF
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Alarm Off

Note: 
1.The alarm can snooze 7 times. After the last snooze, 
   the alarm will go silent.
2.Stop Alarm: It will ring 1 hour and 45 minutes with no 
   action; or press any        /        button to stop 
   ringing. It will go off on the next day.
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2.Long press         button for about 2 seconds, FM radio will scan 
   and auto-store the scanned stations. It will stay on first station 
   once scan is completed.

FM Radio Play-Auto Search FM Channel
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Appear when 
radio is on
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Quick changing when radio is auto searching

Use the sleep timer, which turns off the radio automatically 
after a preset duration. Default state is off.

Sleep Timer Setting

Short press temperature button to switch between Celsius 
and Fahrenheit.

Thermometer
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Volume value will appear 
when you are adjusting volume
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If you want to reset factory settings, please disconnect the 
power supply and remove the battery(not included). Then, 
it will reset factory setting in next time.

Restore Factory Setting

If you experience any problems with this clock kindly 
contact customer@reachershop.com Issues raised will 
be addressed within 24 hours.

Support

Reacher backs 45-day money back and 18-month 
warranty for all products in our store.

Warranty

  (ALARM1 for weekday and 
  ALARM2 for weekend )  

  

6.Full Dimmer of LCD Display

 

  

    12H/24H Mode Switched

Temperature Probe Hole

    Temperature Switch(℃/℉)
Adjust Alarm Volume

15

 harge Your PhonesC

1.Press the         button to turn the radio mode on and off.

English

2.Dual Alarm

2
     Long Hold - Turn ON/OFF alarm 1 or alarm 2 

     Scan Next Station 
⑦ Short Press - Enter alarm 1 or alarm 2 Setting, End 
     today’s alarm when alarm goes off, it will go off next day. 

     Memory Station when FM is on 
⑥ Short Press - Enter Next Memory Station, Long Hold - 

⑤ Short Press - Turn Radio ON/OFF, Long Hold - Scan and 

③ Sleep Timer 
④ Time Set(Enter Time Setting)

① Rotate - FM volume, time setting and alarm setting adjust,
     Auto-scan saved radio station choose; Manually tuning
     Press - Snooze when alarm goes off 
② Short Press - Enter Previous Memory Station, Long Hold -
     Scan Previous Station  

⑨ Appear when Snoozing
⑩ Apear when sleep timer is on

Temperature  
 Alarm 1( for weekday)                   Alarm 2 ( for weeked)
 Appear when FM is ON

FM Radio Antenna

Back Panel..................................................................4

Get support via customer@reachershop.com

ACR-2P+
Radio Alarm Clock

USER MANUAL

Link:https://youtu.be/NHseNsLHDho

                

Features

Instructional Video

Getting Started /Battery Backup Function

7.Sleep Timer(In FM mode)
8.USB Ports for Charging Your Phones

5.12/24 Hour Switched

SNOOZE and Dimmer.................................................9

Thermometer/Sleep Timer Setting............................11 

Restore Factory Setting/Support/Warranty................12

FM Radio Play...........................................................10

Quick Getting Start/Battery Backup Function..............2

Front Panel..................................................................3
3.Alarm Volume Adjustable(3-30 Levels)
4. Snooze 

1.FM Radio (Manual Tuning / Auto Search ) 

Plug in the adapter and insert 3*AAA batteries (Not included) 
to get all functions working. Battery backup will save all 
settings in case of AC power interruption. 

The battery backup enables all functions, except for 
the charging function. 

3*AAA batteries allow for 3.5 hours radio playing with
the volume set on high.

Note: The batteries will drain fast, so we recommend the 
battery power be used in case of emergency/power outage/
travel, etc. Otherwise, utilize the plug-in adapter for daily use

5.The volume "+" "-" buttons on the back are used to    
adjust the alarm volume, 3-30 levels are adjustable.

DIMMER/SNOOZE

while, the alarm will go off again 9 minutes later.

Dimmer: slider the rolling wheel on the back to adjust or 
turn off the backlight 

When the alarm goes off, press the        to snooze for a 

3.Revolve         to choose stored FM channels and 
press      or      to adjust radio volume level. (0-30 Levels)
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FM Radio Play- Set Up Radio Antenna
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Please fully extend and adjust the position of the FM antenna for
better signals. If the FM signal is not very strong. Beside window 
and away from mobile phone, computer etc which devices with 
radiation.

1.Press the radio button to turn the radio mode on
2.Revolve the biggest knob to tune and the frequency will show 
on the display. 

3.Press the          /         to adjust radio volume levels. (0-30 Levels)

Note: 
Once auto scanning is completed, manual tuning will be replaced
by stored stations. If you prefer manual tuning, please unplug 
batteries and adapter to restore default settings to enable the 
manual tuning. Turn on the clock with AC adaptor or 3-AAA 
Battery again with radio on, it automatically enter the 
Manual-Radio Scan Mode.

FM Radio Play- Manual Tuning FM Channel
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     Dimmer Rolling Wheel 21
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